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Wakeless Triple-Soliton Accelerator
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%e introduce and analyze the concept of a wakeless triple-soliton accelerator in a plasma fiber.
Under appropriate conditions the triple soliton with two electromagnetic and one electrostatic waves
in the beat-wave resonance propagates with velocity c leaving no plasma wake behind, while the
phase velocity of the electrostatic wave is made also c in the fiber.

PACS numbers: 52.75.Di, 29.15.—n, 52.40.Nk, 52.65.+z

The pump-power depletion in an ultrahigh energy
accelerator is a severe problem. Its severity may be
appreciated by consideration of the desired luminosity
L. Since the relevant cross section o decreases in-
versely proportionally to the square of the center-of-
mass energy E, , the luminosity L has to increase as
L ~E2, (e.g. , L =1034 cm 2 sec ' at 10 TeV
e+e ), ' in order to keep the number of relevant
events constant in a given time, and thus the necessary
power supplied to an accelerator P~E,2 . In the
beat-wave accelerator, 2 however, the pump depletion
problem is uniquely important and possibly quite
damaging. This is because the accelerating electrostat-
ic beat wave propagates with group velocity close to
zero, i.e., 3(u,/c)v, with v, being the electron ther-
mal velocity, while the laser beams propagate approxi-
mately with the speed of light c. Thus the laser beams
that enter the fresh plasma expend their energy in
creating the plasma wave that is left out in the labora-
tory (plasma rest frame) behind the pump beams.
Thus the beat-wave accelerator would suffer greatly
from this heavy pump depletion in addition to the al-
ready severe pump power requirement.

In this Letter we introduce the idea of wakeless
triple-soliton acceleration in order to overcome this
difficulty, and analyze this idea for its plausibility as an
accelerator concept. The essence of our idea is to use
the self-induced transparency due to the plasma non-
linearity and deliberately shaped optical beams, to
drive a triple-soliton accelerating structure without a
wake. A phenomenon similar to this was discovered
in nonlinear crystals. A triple soliton is a "vector sol-
iton" composed of two transverse electromagnetic po-
tentials and one electrostatic potential, while the con-
ventional plasma soliton is a "scalar soliton" com-
posed of one electrostatic potential.

The coupled three-wave equations for the beat-wave

excitation are given by
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(j=0, 1, or p) . Looking for a stationary structure
@J(F.= x X t) traveling —with speed X, we have

d0'o/d4' = Pod id p. — (4)
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', (5)
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where A = (3cop/16) 14 p 12/(~ —~~), PJ =PJ/(~ —u~)

(6)

where Po=top/2coo, Pi=top/2toi, P~=t0p/2, and u~
are the group velocities of electromagnetic and electro-
static waves. The frequency mismatch is b to = too —

t'ai—cop. Note that the fourth term on the left-hand side
of Eq. (3) is the nonlinear frequency shift associated
with the electron relativistic mass correction5 which
limits the amplitude of the ideal plasma wave growth
to eE~/mt' = (16/3) 'I3(poli ) 'I3. The mode-coupling
equations (1)-(3) conserve two action integrals and
the interaction Hamiltonian. This integrable system
contains soliton solutions.

In Eqs. (1)-(3) the complex amplitudes PJ(x, t) are
slowly varying functions of x and t such that
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FIG. 1. Numerical integration results. Amplitude profiles
of two electromagnetic waves (solid lines, coo/Oiq=6. 0; bro-
ken lines, Oii/coq=5. 0) and the beat electron plasma wave
(liims with dots). The initial soiiton amplitude is a=so/
c = 1.0, aq = 8 nq/no The laser . pulse length is finite
( —6c/cuq). (a) initial profiles; at t =0 the pump-wave am-
plitude is zero in the region far from the soliion. (b)-(d)
The profiles at t=880iq ' for b, co/coq=0, 0 4A,„,and— .
—1.0A,„,respectively, ~here A,

„

is the relativistic fre-
quency shift at the maximum amplitude.

(j=0, 1, or p), and bco=bm/(& —u~).
When the relativistic nonlinear frequency shift A is

neglected and 50~=0, the exact solutions to Eqs.
(4)-(6) are @o2=azsn [ —(p/3 )' g, a/b], 4t=h
—@0, and @~= (Pq/P ) az [1—@0/a ]. Here, we ap-
proximated Pa=Pi =P and ufo= hagi

= v for
)& Oiq. When a = b, we have the triple-soliton solu-

tion,

@o= —a tanhq(x —&t),

yi = a sechq(x —& t),

Pq = aq sechq (x —& t ), (9)

where q = (PPq)'/2a and

z = (ug v~Pa—q2/Pqa2) [1—(/3aq2/Pqa2) ] '. (10)

Note that the electromagnetic and electrostatic en-
velopes have the same characteristic wave number q
and the phase velocity X, hence the name of triple soli-
ton. The speed X of the triple soliton is a function of a
and P, which can be tuned to be the speed of light
when aq/a = —,

' v 2(cuq/coo)' 2. Physically, the three en-
velopes phase lock such that phase(poli ) = 0 in
x & Xt (the pulse front) and the amplitude of the
higher-frequency pulse decreases in time as the lower
side bands @i and @q are excited through (5) and (6).
Around the pulse center (x = At) the phase of the

pump wave @0 jumps by n and thus the inverse decay
process begins. Namely, @0 increases and the energy
in @q is restored back to @ii as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Generalizations of the trisoliton solutions (7)—(10)
are possible. First, we find that Pq (x, t) 0 for
lx I ~, i.e. , no wake is created, if j @o(()
x @i(()d( vanishes. When there is a substantial rela-
tivistic detuning, this effect may be compensated for
by a deliberate choice of b, co. Suppose for simplicity
that @0(g)itii(g) = F for 0«(» L and —F for
—L «( «0. The wake amplitude is evaluated as
litiq(x, ~) I =constsin2[(Aced+ A,„)L/2], where A,

„

=f A d(/2L The wakeless condition is achieved
when b, cu = —3coq l~tiq I„/16, ~here l~tiq I„=J d(
~ l@,(y) I'/2L.

To investigate the robustness of this triple-soliton
acceleration mechanism, we carry out two kinds of nu-
merical experiments. The first is direct numerical
integration of Eqs. (1)-(3). The second is self-
consistent electromagnetic particle simulation. Figures
1(b)-l(d) show the direct integration of Eqs. (1)-(3)
with initialization Eqs. (7)-(9). Because of the rela-
tivistic detuning in 1(b) and the frequency mismatch
in 1(d) there is no annihilation of the wake. Large-
amplitude wakes are emitted from the trisoliton initial
condition in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d). In Fig. 1(c), howev-
er, when the frequency mismatch is chosen appropri-
ately to cancel the relativistic detuning, we observe the
wakeless trisoliton to propagate very stably. In this
case, Ipql2„of the wakeless condition is found to be
0.4 times the peak intensity. Overall, we find that the
relativistic trisoliton can propagate stably in spite of
the relativistic nonlinearity.

We further investigate kinetic effects on the trisoli-
ton. In Fig. 2 we show the results of a particle simula-
tion. In contrast to the first numerical integration, we
start with Eqs. (7) and (S) for electromagnetic waves
but with itiq ~0 [not Eq. (9)], because of the nature of
the particle simulation. The structure at early time
t= 12.50iq ' after the two tailored laser beams are in-
jected resembles the anticipated profiles Eqs.
(7)-(10). Note also the substantial electron forward
momentum created by the accelerating electrostatic
field [Fig. 2(d)]. At this time the electron plasma
wave is localized around x=1005. At t= 500iq', the
plasma wave is around x=5005 as seen in Fig. 2.
This corresponds to the velocity of the electrostatic
wave of —0.9c, much faster than the group velocity of
the plasma wave. However, in this simulation the
plasma wave-packet speed is still slightly less than c;
thus the wake creation is much reduced but remains.
The difference of the simulation result from the ideal
case Eq. (9) may be due to the effective dissipation of
the plasma wave from the acceleration of the thermal
electrons shown in Fig. 2(e). In addition, it may be
the phase mismatch occurring from the accelerated
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FIG. 3. Beat wave in the plasma fiber. The density profile
has a duct width d = 22.055 and n'/n = 10, the original wave
numbers are kp=2mx22/1286 and ki=2vr4/5/1285, the
speed of light c 2.909&up(}5 the quiver velocity of the light
waves v,~-0.6c (j = 0 and 1), and v~ =0.5cu~pb„, where a&~p

is the plasma frequency in the duct and 5 is the grid spacing.
(a) Electrostatic potential contour profile: stratified wave
fronts appear within the fiber (gcu~q'). (b) Phase progres-
sion of the beat plasma wave in time. The solid line indi-
cates y = ct.

FIG. 2. Particle simulation results. Typical parameters of
the simulations are system length L„=20585,c=10~oh,
Cdp/Ql& = 6.3, Cdi/Qi~ = 5.3, AQJ =0, 0 = l/p/c = 0.6, Vz

=0 6co~b„.which would make X close to c. (a) Schematic
trisoliton. The laser is immersed in a plasma at t = 0 for the
phase jump at x=0 (propagating toward +x direction).
(b), (c) at i=1 2. 5o), ', (d)-(f) at t=50co, '. (b), (e) The
plasma electric field amplitude vs x. (c),(f) The laser field
amplitude vs x (d) The electron phase space p„vsx.

electrons, or the nonideal start of the electrostatic
wave amplitude, qh~, which does not satisfy Eq. (9).

If we insist on the exact wakeless condition at )i = c,
according to Eq. (10), the accelerating electric field E~
is (pu~/pip) / Eo. In order to maintain a large accelerat-
ing field, we want to keep co~/cop not too small. On the
other hand, the energy e of the trapped electron in the
electrostatic wave scales in the beat-wave accelerator
as ~ —2mc2(coo/co~)2, which is in conflict with the
above relation. In order to overcome this dilemma, it
is important to control the phase velocity of the ac-
celerating electrostatic field E~. However, if one can
make the phase velocity v~ c, this restriction of
~~ (coo/p&~)2 disappears and an indefinite acceleration
appears possible except as limited by pump depletion
and beam loading. This condition ~~= c can be real-
ized in a plasma fiber, in which the plasma density is
low in the middle for laser propagation and high to-
ward the edge. The plasma fiber at the same time acts
to trap the laser beams within it so that the pump field
does not spread out. Consider a two-dimensional rec-
tangular configuration in which the plasma density n

inside the fiber is constant width d and the outside
density is n' ( & n) We find .that the phase velocity
of the accelerating plasma wave can be made to be the
speed of light c if an appropriate size of the fiber width

is chosen. We can see this as follows. We demand the
frequency matching among the two laser beams and
the plasma wave pup

—pit=co~, as before. Further„we
require that the parallel phase velocity of the plasma
wave be the speed of light, (pup —put)/(k~~p —

k~~ i) = c,
~here kp J = [puj/c co~/—c (n l&—/d) ]', ~here l& is
the number of the transverse mode in the fiber. If we
choose lo = li + 1, li = 1, and cuo/co~ && 1, we arrive at
the condition for the fiber width for the indefinite ac-
celeration, d = J3(n c/co~) (coo/co~)'/2.

Figure 3 shows the test of this idea by the self-
consistent fully relativistic electromagnetic particle
simulation. We allow plasma particles outside of the
fiber initially 10 times as dense as that in the fiber
which runs in the y direction parallel to the laser injec-
tion direction. Figure 3 is the case with E„plane-
polarized laser electric fields with a flat wave ampli-
tude. The electrostatic potential of the beat plasma
wave is shown in Fig. 3(a) after time tpu~o=8. The
electrostatic potential structure represents the beat
wave created by the ponderomotive force as previously
discussed. 2 The laser lights have remained confined in
the fiber. The initial duct width is indicated by the two
marks on the x axis. The contours of the electrostatic
potential show the structure of the beat wave which
clearly has the difference wavenumber kb„,
=kp —ki=2~X7/1285. The phase velocity of the
plasma wave is measured in Fig. 3 (b):
~~h(measured) =2.942cu~ph. This is very close to the
speed of light c=2.909pu~ph, in agreement with the
idea presented here. The phase velocity measured
without the fiber structure was such that
(vp„—c)/c = 0.0670, which approximately corre-
sponds to —,

'
(cu~/pp)2 as expected. On the other hand,

with the fiber ~c —v»~/c=0. 01, which is within the
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measurement error of tt~„=c.
With the wakeless triple soliton in a plasma fiber

under the appropriate conditions discussed above we
have achieved the following: (i) the phase velocity of
the accelerating plasma wave is c with laser beams
trapped in the fiber; (ii) the entire envelope structure
of the two laser beams and the beat plasma wave forms
a wakeless triple soliton whose propagation velocity is
again c. The latter velocity may be called the effective
velocity of the driven plasma-wave soliton. Thus, our
concept realizes both the phase velocity and the effec-
tive velocity of the structure of the accelerating
plasma-wave profile to become close to the accelerated
particle velocity under the appropriate conditions.
Hasegawa has considered an optical fiber soliton, s a
single soliton, not a triple soliton. Although the ac-
celeration length of our concept is theoretically infin-
ite, the practical length is limited by beam loading. 9
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